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Beatrix Potter's Classic Children's Stories in beautiful eBook editions  Peter is a naughty little rabbit

who has adventures in Mr. McGregor's garden.  The Tale of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter is part of

the Xist Publishing Children's Classics collection. Each ebook has been specially formatted with

full-screen, full-color illustrations and the original, charming text.
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This review is about the quality of this printed copy - not the Tale of Peter Rabbit. This was an

absolutely terrible quality print job. It was more like a pamphlet than a book. I could have printed a

better copy from my cheap deskjet printer at home. See attached images. First, the print is not

centered on any page - the text and images are almost falling off the bottom. Second, the quality of

images is absolutely terrible - it looks like 50 dpi or worse and is extremely fuzzy. Third, the pages

are glued in AND they are crooked (see image). Finally, because the pages are glued together you

can't open any of the pages completely and the "pamphlet" will not lay flat.



A remake of the vintage Beatrix Potter Peter Rabbit tales. This version of less than thirty pages

does not match the original collection of Peter Rabbit tales, but it is a nice introduction to the

lessons of Peter for younger children. It lacks the lyrical language and appears curt in a few

sections. On the other hand, the essential story is present. Peter, unlike his siblings, Flopsy, Mopsy,

and Cotton-tail, cannot avoid containing his curiosity and disobeying his mother. He soon finds

himself being chased by Farmer McGregor facing a fate similar to his father. Peter is a clever fellow,

but he has several narrow escapes. In the end, his siblings do seem to be properly rewarded, while

he remains the black sheep of the family.The watercolor illustrations are not quite as muted and are

more modern. They do an adequate job of portraying the action for young readers. I would

recommend the book especially for preschoolers

DO NOT ORDER THE PAPERBACK. I wish I had read the reviews, but I guess I was in a hurry. I

thought this would be a decent rendition of the beloved children's book "The Tale of Peter Rabbit."

This is a joke. It looks like someone photo-copied it. The images aren't even centered on the page.

It's only a little bigger than the size of my iPhone. So sad. So sad that  would even allow this to be

sold.

What can I say? I'm a rabbit lover and have loved the tale of Peter Rabbit from childhood. This

coloring book not only contains many nice printed pictures to color but also contains the story as

well. The book's covers contain color images of several of the pictures that are available for coloring

in case you may need some guidance. The images are what you would expect from the Beatrix

Potter books so if your looking for a coloring book that is what you may remember as a child, this is

it.I believe the pictures are pretty simple so that even some older children could color them. The

backgrounds can be a little challenging since they seem to be a little less detail and so is open more

to your imagination on how to fill in. Overall, I love this coloring book and am having fun with it.

I purchased this for our newborn son, as a "First Easter" gift. He is too young to enjoy it especially,

but the quality of the book and the plush Peter Rabbit leaves nothing to be desired! I know that I will

cherish this for years to come, if our son doesn't! I was really impressed with the quality and

presentation, especially considering the price. And the tale is just such a classic!

This is a great book. I bought it for my one-year-old granddaughter. I want to color it for her so she'll

know I did it just for her and we can have fun reading it together and laughing at Grandma's



coloring. The complete story and all illustrations are there. It's the perfect size to read to her. It also

shows the original illustrations if you want to get water colors and try to copy it, or it is great to add

your own artistic details to it. This is great for an adult who wants to color a special book for

someone or to give to an older child to color for herself.

Absolutely adorable! I had this exact coloring book when I was a child and had to have it again! This

coloring book is perfect for adults and older children, as some of the pages are more detailed. It is

also a story book, with the story printed on the bottom of each page. With a good price like this, it's

worth it!

Who can resist Beatrix Potter? The soft water color illustrations along with her lovingly told stories

will hold your toddler's and young child's attention. The original books were published 110 years

ago. At that time Beatrix Potter had made more water color illustrations than were used in her

books. In 2002 when the books were reoriginated in text and illustrations, 2 additional illustrations of

Beatrix's were included in "The Tale of Peter Rabbit". I plan to give this book along with Gund's

stuffed Peter Rabbit as a gift to my 1 year old grand daughter. The story appears to be about 5

minutes long, but may take longer if the little one wants to study the heart-warming illustrations.

,,The book is just the right size for a small child's hands, and to stuff into your purse. It measures 4

1/4" x 5 1/2". I highly recommend this book.
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